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-Identify and explain the

right attitudo to work at

homo and in school
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By the ond of (he losson,

pupils should be able to:

•Define simple meaning

of love and care,

, Idcnli(y and discuss

some ac00n% of

showing love and care

to others,

08. giving help, serving

Others, cuddling a

younger child, petting
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i, Pupils mention some (J Cnt;cal thinking

their attitudes towards work] and problem
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the meaning of love and
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-Pupils as a ciass give
meaning of fear while the

teacher guides to the correct

tho meaning.

-Pupils demonstrate facial

expressions 01 fear.

-Pupils in small groups,

mention some slates of fear

e.g. punishment from eiders,

alone in q dark place etc.

•Pvptls as a class give
meaning of fear while the

teacher guides to the correct

the meaning.

•Pupils demonstrate facial
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pic(ure books, charts

faciai expression, elr.,
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leadership and video clips;
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